He is not even familiar with the classic 1960 (fourth) edition of Ekwall's Concise Oxford dictionary [Ekwall, 1960], though if he had read [PN Gloucs] carefully, that would have led him to Ekwall. In his bibliography, the local experts may also get short shrift even where partially acknowledged. Like Gloucestershire and Hampshire published three years previously, these two books contain a lot of recycled material.
Oxford paperback reference. The Concise Oxford Dictionary of Literary Terms. Chris Baldick is Professor of English at Goldsmiths' College, University of London. He edited The Oxford Book of Gothic Tales (1992), and is the author of In Frankenstein's Shadow (1987), Criticism and Literary Theory 1890 to the Present (1996), and other works of literary history. and Phrases Fowler's Modern English Usage Geography Handbook of the World Humorous Quotations Idioms Irish Literature Jewish Religion Kings and Queens of Britain* King's English Law Linguistics Literary Quotations. The Concise Oxford English Dictionary (officially titled The Concise Oxford Dictionary until 2002, and widely abbreviated COD or COED) is probably the best-known of the 'smaller' Oxford dictionaries. The latest edition of the Concise Oxford English Dictionary contains over 240,000 entries and 1,728 pages (concise only compared to the OED at over 21,000 pages). Its 12th edition, published in 2011, is used by both the United Nations and NATO as the current authority for spellings in documents written in Dictionary of the British English Spelling System by Greg Brooks - Open Book Publishers This book will tell all you need to know about British English spelling. It's a reference work intended for anyone interested in the English language, especially those who teach it, whatever the age or mother tongue of their students. (2857 views). Synonyms and Antonyms by Edith B. Ordway - Georg Sully and co. An alphabetical list of words in common use, grouped with others of similar and opposite meaning. The aim in compiling this book has been to make the list of words in common use concise yet full,
A spirit fatal to the whole system of the Middle Ages breathed in the popular rime which condensed the levelling doctrine of John Ball: "When Adam delved and Eve span, who was then the gentleman?" 1918 Leaves in Wind 81 It is not only the humanising influence of the garden, it is the democratising influence too. Based on The Oxford Dictionary of English Etymology, the principal authority on the origin and development of English words, The Concise Oxford Dictionary of Etymology contains a wealth of information about the English language and its history. Find out where the words 'bungalow' and 'assassin' came from, what 'nice' meant in the Middle Ages and much more.
